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Topicality of the research:
Entrepreneurship infrastructure is one of the major elements of economic and social development. Local government bodies are to take measures, directed at the economic relations development on the territory of the municipality, and, consequently, at the entrepreneurship development, creating and saving workplaces, the formation of market infrastructure. In connection with it, in the economic sphere of any city or settlement, the local government bodies policy, directed at the creation of the contemporary infrastructure of entrepreneurship, must be carried out.

Objective of the research is to study the role of local government bodies in creation of modern infrastructure of entrepreneurship.

Tasks:
1) to consider entrepreneurship structure, its essence and content;
2) to determine the place of municipal authorities in the system of the Russian entrepreneurship support;
3) to characterize the tasks and functions of local government bodies in developing contemporary entrepreneurship infrastructure;
4) to investigate the modern state of entrepreneurship infrastructure in the Solnechnodolsk settlement;
5) to analyze the settlement administration activity in developing contemporary entrepreneurship infrastructure;

6) to estimate prospects of modern infrastructure development of entrepreneurship in the Solnechnodolsk settlement.

**Theoretical and practical significance of the research.** The results may be used for further study and development of modern entrepreneurship structure at the municipal level. The conclusions and recommendations may be used in the activity of the Solnechnodolsk settlement for entrepreneurship support.

**Results of the research.** The problems of entrepreneurship infrastructure creation and development by local government bodies in the Russian Federation have been studied. Activities assisting the development of entrepreneurial infrastructure have been researched. The recommendations for improving the activity of the Solnechnodolsk settlement administration have been worked out.

**Recommendations:**

1) to increase business activity by creation of transparent and stable rules of implementation of economic activity in the settlement;

2) to enable the local administration activity to support the creation and development of regional industrial park;

3) to develop private and municipal partnership;

4) the local administration must develop the programmes for creation and entrepreneurship infrastructure development on its own;

5) it is necessary for the administration to pay attention to the programmes of the development of small and medium entrepreneurship.